This bachelor thesis deals with the issue of political system of Slovak republic in 1939-1945. Main historical background and events leading to creation of independent state are described at first place. The position of Slovakia in the first Czechoslovak republic but especially in the so-called second republic with special attention for formation of autonomous Slovak land as a precondition for independent Slovak republic is mentioned. The core of this work is based on detailed analyses of specified political system. In several chapters we deal with Slovak constitution, state power sharing and description of legislature, executive and jurisdiction. In other chapters we analyze public administration and political police (Ústredňa štátnej bezpečnosti). Special attention is also dedicated to inner-regime cleavages and few of pressure groups, which appeared inside. Detailed description of party system and main political party – Hlinka’s Slovak People Party is following. At the end, classification of regime according to modern theories of fascism and conceptualization based on term “fascization” of Aristotle A. Kallis is offered.